BACKGROUND:
- Change J8 and R57 from DNL to Load so the standard FDI product will be the same with one part assembly part number and one manufacturing configuration
- Add jumper wires to correct error in TP connectivity in Rev 3.0 artwork

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE:
Documentation/Build;
- Change BOM, J8 from DNL to load
- Change BOM, R57 from DNL to load
- Increment revision of Docs to Rev 3.1 (SCH, and BOM)

Rework;
- Add wire from U13 pin 6 to R48.1 (pad nearest ‘R48’ legend, away from J6)
- Add wire from U13 pin 3 to R49.1 (pad nearest ‘R49’ legend, away from J6)
- Mark Assemblies as Rev 3.1 during manufacturing.

Reason for change:
1. Change J8 and R57 from DNL to Load to have one build configuration
2. Correct TP connectivity error

Disposition/Affectivity
| Use as is | x |
| Rework to ECO | x |
| Scrap & Rebuild | |
| Record Change Only | |
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